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Apiary industry manages bees and makes the product from this insect. There are about 
10,000 registered beekeepers in Australia that operate 600,000 hives. However, these 
beekeepers are mostly take various measurements from beehives manually. This provides 
significant workloads of the beekeepers as well as the maintenance fee. Since the rapid 
development of IoT (Internet of Things) technology, it is possible to take measurements 
remotely via the IoT microcontrollers. An owner of a bee farm approached the author via 
their contractor, for designing a low-cost solution for a remote monitoring system that 
allows the various apiary measurements. The design allows different parameters to be 
monitored automatically without human force, including the hive weight, the temperature, 
the level of rainfall, and the water level of the tank for hydrating bees. This thesis contained 
the design procedure for the remote apiary data monitoring system, investigating various 
sensors, development of the system’s software, laboratories for verifying various 
theories/assumptions; calculations for the system’s power consumption, etc. The simulation 
results for this system is demonstrated in this paper; the results indicate that the system is 
available to monitor data via the cloud, generating reports and sending the notification 
message to the end user by SMS/Email. Therefore, it can reduce the workload by preventing 
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Table 0-1: Abbreviations 
ITEMS DESCRIPTION 
ADC Analog to Digital Converter 
API Application Programming Interface, a set of subroutine definitions 
protocols, and tools for interfacing with other programs, modules 
or devices. 
AT commands AT stands for Attention, AT commands are instructions used to 





Any type of water that forms in the Earth’s atmosphere and then 
drops onto the surface of the Earth [1] 
CLI Command Line Interface 
CmA Capacity of the battery based on the nominal usage in mA (i.e. 
Capacity in mAh times current in mA) 
DAC Digital to Analog Converter 
FAT Factory Acceptance Testing 
FUSP Functional specification 
  
GPIO General-purpose input/output, it has no predefined purpose. 
GPS Global Positioning System 
HBC Honey Beverley Company 
I/O Inputs and outputs 
IBC water tank An intermediate bulk container, reusable industrial container 
designed for the transport and storage of bulk liquid and 
granulated substances, including chemicals, food ingredients, 
solvents, pharmaceuticals, etc. 
ICs Integrated Circuit 
IDE Integrated Development Environment 
IP Rating Ingress Protection Rating. First digit represents solids protection 
level; second digit represent liquids protection level. 
LiPo Lithium Ion Polymer battery  
MPPT Maximum Power Point Tracking 
OAuth 2 An authorization framework that enables applications to obtain 
limited access to user accounts on HTTP service. (i.e. Facebook) 
OOP Object oriented programming (OOP), a programming language 
model organized around objects rather than "actions" and data 
rather than logic 
 




PMIC Power Management Integrated Circuit, it is an integrated circuit or 
system block for managing power requirements 
SMS Short message service. A text messaging service allowing up to 160 
characters to be sent over the GSM network from one mobile 
transmitter to a mobile receiver (typically another mobile phone) 
SMTP Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 
SRS Stakeholder Requirement Specification 
TCP/IP Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) is the basic 
communication language or protocol of the Internet 
Transient A short time burst of energy or oscillation in the system, usually 
caused by a sudden change of state 
TTI Transmission Time Interval 
uC A microcomputer on a single chip, used to control other devices 
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Chapter 1   Introduction 
1.1  Research Focus 
This section demonstrates the objective of the project. This research project focuses on giving 
the solution for remote monitoring of apiary measurement, which is a low-cost wireless 
solution for apiary measurement. 
To be specific, this research project aims to design a data logging system that can record 
different parameters of the industrial Apiary process.  The parameters are including the 
weight of beehives, the external temperature, the water level, and the amount of rainfall, etc. 
These parameters need to be uploaded to the cloud automatically via cellular transmission, 
and users can view the data on their mobile devices anytime, anywhere. In the case there is a 
system failure or an event that needs attention, an alarm will be sent to the user/maintenance 
people through SMS or Email. The power supply for the system needs to last at least two 
years. 
In this thesis, project’s requirements from the stakeholder are detailed in a table. A literature 
review is given for comparison of similar existing projects; methodology for how the design is 
achieved. A factory acceptance testing section for demonstrating the significance and 
limitations of the results. Finally, a conclusion including a summary and the recommendations 














Chapter 2   Project Background 
2.1  Industry Involvement  
The project’s original design came from an owner of a bee farm and via their contractor, GTE 
Group’s lead engineer, Mr Michael Gibson. Research funding was received by GTE Group Pty 
Ltd, and the project was supervised by engineers of GTE group, Dr. Gareth Lee of Murdoch 
University and the client from the beekeeping industry.  
The client will be referred to as the stakeholder for the remainder of the thesis article. The 
stakeholder required the development of a remote monitoring apiary measurement system, 
which can avoid the beekeepers attending the bee farm frequently, and therefore, reduction 
in overall maintenance cost. The more specific requirements from the stakeholder will be 
given in  Chapter 3   Project Scope. 
2.2  Apiary Industry 
Apiary industry, also known as beekeeping industry and Apiculture. It is a place for keeping the 
beehives and honey bees. This is an industry that is responsible for the raising of bees and the 
collection of apiary products. [2] 
After having done research on WA’s apiary industry, there are approximately 10,009 
registered beekeepers and 605,764 beehives in Australia [2] [3]. This is not a small number of 
beehives, which means it requires an excessive amount of maintenance. However, typical 
apiary measurements, which required human resources is mainly used in the country [3]. 
Typically, apiary measurements are manually taken by beekeepers. These measurements 
counted on experience with repeated observations, to understand the health condition for the 
bees and then make the correct action. Bees will buzz angrily and sting human when anyone 
goes near a beehive. Therefore, the bee smoker is required to protect beekeepers while they 
are taking measurements from the beehives. [4] This method increases the workload for the 
beekeepers, and it has a limitation on measuring time frame. For example, beekeepers are not 
likely to take the measurement during mid-night or any harsh seasons, etc. Furthermore, since 
it is a manually measurement taking by human, there is labour cost included [3] [2].  Figure 
2-1: Typical apiary monitoring shows typical monitoring of apiary. 
 
Figure 2-1: Typical apiary monitoring 
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2.3  Remote Data Monitoring 
Multiple parameters are required to be measured simultaneously in many industrial processes, 
which are required to be taken at regular intervals. This causes the worker to need to observe 
different aspects, record and monitor it continuously. Labour cost is therefore increased, and 
it is a waste of manpower. Furthermore, if there is any hazardous on site, it might be causing 
serious injury to the person [5].  
Instead of using a workforce to measure multiple parameters, various sensors are installed for 
reading multiple values. Then values will be sent to a central processing unit through a signal 
converter component. Finally, the central processing unit is required to communicate to the 
internet wirelessly so the data can be monitored on the cloud platform in fixed time interval 
[6]. Figure 2-2: Remote apiary monitoring illustrates remote monitoring of apiary. 
 









Chapter 3   Project Scope 
3.1  Current Requirements 
Refer to the information that given by the client, the current requirements of the project are 
listed in Table 3-1: Project requirements. 
Table 3-1: Project requirements 
ITEMS DESCRIPTIONS 
Analogue I/O • Total of 5 analogue inputs comprised of: 
o 4 weight inputs, 1 per crate, summed together to 
provide a total mass with 0.1kg resolution. 
o Water tank level with a resolution of  50mm 
o Air Temperature sensor input 
Digital I/O • Total of 3 digital input comprised of: 
o 1 x Rainfall tipping bucket input, taken once per 
day 
o 2 x push buttons for calibration 
Field 
Instrumentation 
• Load cells (strain gauge based): Each of the four load cells 
to be able to detect weight between 50 and 120 kg with a 
combined weight for the transport pallet (includes 4 hives) 
to be up to 500 kg. Therefore, an acceptable weight range 
of 0 to 120 kg is required for each load cell. And the 
resolution and sensitivity is required to be 0.1Kg. 
The transport pallet configuration is illustrated in the 
Relative pictures section in this FUSP. 
Dimension of the transport pallet is 0.42 x 2.4meters (1 x 4 
hives) or 1.2 x 0.8 meter (2 x 2 hives) 
• Load Cell Amplifier: optional, used for obtaining 
measurable data from a load cell and/or strain gauge. 
• Water level detection: Monitor level in an open topped 200 
Litre drum or IBC water container located adjacent to the 
hives. Water level could be ascertained by one of the 
following methods: 
o weight measurement 
o ultrasonic range finder 
o capacitive level sensor 
o float sensor 
o radar sensor 
• Temperature sensor: a waterproof sensor mounted 
externally to measure the external air temperature in 
degrees Celsius. 
Battery Life At least 24 months, and at least48 hours without charging. 




At least 7 years of historical data to be available on the cloud in 




Data Logging • Log weight data every 6 hours 
• Log water tank level data every 2 hours 
• Log temperature data every 2 hours 
Data 
Transmission 
• Send all data to the cloud every day (24 hours) 
• Send SMS when there is an urgent alarm* generated by the 
system 
• Send e-mail when there is a warning alarm* generated by 
the system 
* Alarm categories are defined in Section 5.2  Alarm Types Defined 
3.2  Future Requirements 
The Table 3-2: Possible additional functionality are modifications to the system that may be 
included in the future. This table represents possible additional functionalities in this project. 
The design of the project needs to provide capability for these possibilities, for later alteration. 
Table 3-2: Possible additional functionality 
ITEM DESCRIPTIONS 
Analogue I/O Internal hive humidity 
Internal hive acoustic frequency 
Hive entrance activity 
Communications Auxiliary aerial connection (ability to run up to 50m cable to an 
aerial mounted in tree-top)  
Data 
transmission  
Data transmission via satellite  
Temperature E External Air temperature 
Temperature In Internal Hive Air temperature 
3.3  Field Installation Information 
The transfer pallet has two possible arrangements. Their top view details are illustrated in 
Figure 3-1: Top view for transfer pallet arrangement 1 and Figure 3-3: Top view for transfer 
pallet arrangement 2 respectively. Their side view details are illustrated in Figure 3-2: Side 
view for transfer pallet arrangement 1 and Figure 3-4: Side view for transfer pallet 
arrangement 2 respectively. 
 




Figure 3-2: Side view for transfer pallet arrangement 1 
 
Figure 3-3: Top view for transfer pallet arrangement 2 
 






Chapter 4   Methodology 
Because the project is an industrial project, the design of the project is shaped by the project 
requirement given by the stakeholder, and the requirement has been rewritten based on 
engineering related knowledge.  Therefore, the central processing unit (microcontroller) and 
sensors need to be determined based on the requirement.  
One of the requirements from the stakeholder is using a cellular available microcontroller, and 
recommendations from the company are Particle ELECTRON and RaspberryPi. The common 
used portable, low-cost microcontroller is Arduino Uno, hence, a comparison for these 
microcontroller boards required to continue the project. The final decision for the board is 
Particle ELECTRON, the reason for choosing it is later explained in section Design Procedure. 
To use the Particle ELECTRON, the C/C++ programming language required to learn. In the 
Murdoch Engineering course, Matlab, forth, PICAXE and basic programming language are 
learned. There are differences between C/C++ programming language and the languages that 
university taught. However, they are similar in some aspect. For example, commands in C 
language are similar to PICAXE. Therefore, the learning can be achieved by doing research, 
reading books for C syntax and doing a revision of previous units. C/C++ programming 
language has lots of support resources, including forums, online tutorials, etc. One of the 
methods to learning is to browse forums, or even ask questions to solve the programming 
issues. In addition to programming language, basic knowledge of a microcontroller is required. 
This knowledge is gained during the study of unit ENG306 (Real Time and Embedded Systems). 
Therefore, it is acceptable to start a microcontroller based project. 
Various sensors are required to be investigated after the CPU has been selected. Which are 
sensors for weight measurement, temperature measurement, liquid level measurement, and 
rainfall measurement. All the sensors need to satisfy the project requirement, and work with 
the Particle ELECTRON. The FAT needs to be done before purchasing the equipment for the 
site installation. Therefore, there are two groups of components required to investigate, the 
sensors for the FAT testing circuit, and the components for site testing. Before the code is 
written, the software architecture needs to be established; it serves as a guide when the 
developer is programming. The flow chart for the project design methodology is provided in 




Figure 4-1: Project methodology 
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Chapter 5   Design Procedure  
5.1  System Overview 
Figure 5-1: General block diagram represents the microcontroller and all the interfaces used to 
achieve the functionality described in this specification. 
 
Figure 5-1: General block diagram 
Then, the block diagram can be extended to Figure 5-2: General block diagram , by adding 
more details for different parameters. 
 
Figure 5-2: General block diagram extension 
5.2  Alarm Types Defined 
It is essential to define different alarms for the system, so that the beekeepers can make a 
correct reaction when an alarm occurs. Compared to staying on site and monitoring multiple 
parameters together, wireless remote alarms reduces maintenance time and cost. For 
example, the “Weight full” alarm indicates the beehive is full loaded. Therefore, the alarms 
will notice beekeepers to harvest honey from that beehive. More alarm types that are 
considered for the project are listed in Table 5-1: Alarm types.  However, not all the alarms are 
implemented in this project due to time limitation. They are Powerlo/Powerlolo/error-
powerlost, Error_sensorlost/error-waterlost/error-cloud lost.  
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Table 5-1: Alarm types 
TAG DESCRIPTION SET POINT ACTION 
Error_cloudlost Can’t communicate 
with cloud 
- Send SMS 
Error_sensorlost Lost communication 
with sensor 
- Send SMS 
Error_waterlost Change in water 
level too fast 
>10mm/day Send SMS 
Error-powerlost Loss of battery 
power 
<2% Send SMS 
Powerlo Battery power is low <20% Send Email 
Powerlolo Battery power is 
very low 
<10% Send SMS 
WaterLo Water level low <20% of full tank water 
level 
Send Email 
WaterLoLo Water level very low <10% of full tank water 
level 
Send SMS 
Error_waterrelo Water level sensor 
might be relocated 
>100% of full tank water 
level detected 
Send SMS 
Weight full Change in weight 
reached certain 
point  
Approximately 80kg/Hive Send Email 
Weight low Beehive weight is 
lower than normal 
bee health standard 
Depends on different 
hives 
Send SMS 
TempHi Temperature too 
high 
45C Send SMS 
TempLo Temperature too 
low 
2C Send SMS 
 
5.3  System CPU Option 
Table 5-2: CPU comparison [7] [8] [9] compares the key specifications for these three 
microcontrollers. The orange highlighted the specification that matches the project 
requirement. From inspection, the Particle ELECTRON got the most highlighter on, Arduino 
Uno was second and then Raspberry Pi. However, it does not have the lowest power 
consumption. Hence, a research on its sleep mode must be done. The sleep mode is enabled 
in Particle ELECTRON, and the current is 0.8mA, which is acceptable for the low power 
requirement [7]. 



















Cost (AUD$) 89 54+add on cellular 32.5+add on cellular 
Built-in Cellular Y, available in 2G 
and 3G 
N, extra parts 
required 
N, extra shield 
required 
Cloud Platform Particle own 
Cloud 
N N 
App monitoring Y, Particle App N N 
Programming 
Language 
C/C++ Python C/C++ 
I/O Amount 38 40 32 
Flash 1MB 4GB 32KB 
RAM 128KB 192MB 2KB 
Update code through 
cellular connection 
Y N N 
Operating Voltage 3.3V 5V 5V 
Power consumption 180mA 240mA 45 mA 
5.4  Particle ELECTRON 
This section introduces the basic information for Particle ELECTRON. To continue developing 
this project, it is essential for the project developer to understand this information. 
5.4.1  Developing Language 
The language for writing code on the ELECTRON is C/C++, as it is time limited for the thesis 
project, an only basic C++ concept is learned at this stage, and only essential knowledge on 
how to write code in C language is learned. During the software developing phase, the code is 
mainly being written in a type of file with extension. INO. It is called as an app in the Particle 
documentation.  
5.4.2  Developing Tools 
There are two different developing software environments used in this project, the Particle 
Web IDE and the particle Local IDE respectively. 
5.4.2.1 The Particle Web IDE 
The Particle Web IDE, also known as the Particle Build. Once a Particle account is created, and 
the internet connection is available, the developer can log in at different computers via the 
Particle Built Webpage. It allows the developer to retrieve the code and continue the work, so 
it is not limited to a specific computer with the programming software installed. 
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5.4.2.2 The Particle Local IDE 
The Particle local IDE, is known as the Particle Dev. It is a desktop developing tool, which 
allows the developer to program the Particle devices via a desktop application. [10] Based on 
the experience throughout the project, this development tool has the following advantages 
compared to the Particle Web IDE.  
1. File management. Since it is a desktop application, it is capable of placing different 
codes files in different folders for organizing. 
2. C++ library writing. 
3. File loss prevention. Compared to the online Particle Web IDE, Particle Local IDE stores 
the codes in the computer’s local disk. If the online storage system crashes, the file 
will still be safe in this software. 
4. Built-in serial monitor, which makes the testing process easier for the developer. 
However, this is not an offline developing tool. It still requires internet access, since the code 
file will be compiled through the Particle Cloud and then returns a binary file for later use. [11] 
5.4.3  Code Downloading Instruction 
At this stage, the procedure is mainly applicable for the MacOS operating environment. For 
Windows operating system, the Particle datasheet is a good reference for interfacing and 
downloading to the Particle.io controller.  
There are three methods for downloading code (or flashing) to the Particle ELECTRON. The 
most convenient way is to flash the code is via the cellular network, however this is costly 
relative to the number of bytes transmitted. Alternatively, the following two methods are both 
free; flash by serial connection or USB connection. The detailed steps are listed in this section, 
for the aid of the next developer. 
5.4.3.1 Install the Particle CLI 
To download the code from a computer to the Particle ELECTRON, the Particle CLI[Program] is 
the first thing required to be downloaded. The Particle CLI is used for interacting with the 




Figure 5-3: Terminal at MacOS 
1. Install CLI--->Type the following in Terminal: 
npm install -g particle-cli 





Reference this link if any errors orccur: 
https://docs.npmjs.com/getting-started/fixing-npm-permissions 
Reference Table 5-3: Useful terminal commands List for more commands 
at Terminal: 
Table 5-3: Useful terminal commands List 
COMMAND DESCRIPTIONS 
Ls see all the files in a directory 
-l show me the permissions 
Whoami the currently running user 
sudo chown #username #filename change the file user to the 
#username 
npm config get prefix Get npm default directory 
ls -la /usr/local/lib/node_modules Node_module hidden files directory 
-la Show me the hidden permissions 
-R all 
sudo chown -R #username /usr/local/ Change the permission of all files in 
usr/local to t#username 
2. Finally, these outputs appeared in the terminal per Figure 5-4: Error when 




Figure 5-4: Error when installing the Particle CLI 
As shown in Figure 5-4: Error when installing the Particle CLI, an error occurs 
during installation. This can be fix by changing the permission to npm’s default 
directory, which required the use of “sudo chown -R #username /usr/local/” 
commands. 
(i) Type to find what is the username: $(whoami) 
(ii) Type npm config get prefix  
(iii) If the output is /usr/local, continue the steps, if not, reference to 
https://docs.npmjs.com/getting-started/fixing-npm-permissions  
(iv) Guide to the directory and show hidden permissions: type ls -la 
/usr/local/lib/node_modules 
(v) Type to change the owner of npm’s directories to the name of the current 
user: sudo chown –R username /usr/local 
(vi) Type user password for the computer. 
(vii) Install the Particle CLI, type npm install -g particle-cli then the following 
outputs will appear in terminal.
 
Figure 5-5: Installing the Particle CLI  
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5.4.3.2 Flash code by serial 
1. Compile and download the firmware binary from the Particle Web IDE 
by clicking the cloud button next to the file name. 
 
Figure 5-6: Download firmware from Cloud 
2. Check if the Particle ELECTRON is in listening mode: the on-board LED is 
blinking blue 
3. Open CLI after installed it  
In the terminal type the following: particle login Username Password 
4. Navigate to the folder where the code file firmware.bin located at, type: 
Cd Desktop 
Cd Folder name that the code located in 
particle flash --serial firmware.bin   
The outputs at terminal are illustrated in Figure 5-7: Flash via serial 
 
Figure 5-7: Flash via serial 
5.4.3.3 Flash code by USB 
After a set of tests were done, as shown in Figure 5-7: Flash via serial, flashing the code by 
serial sometimes had issues such as Flash timeout. This is because when the code is running 
the update is running at the same time. Therefore, it is easy to get interference. This section 
will introduce how to download code by USB in Particle ELECTRON. 
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1. Put device to DFU mode (yellow blink): Hold down the RESET and MODE 
button, release RESET and continue to hold down MODE while the main status 
LED blinks magenta until it blinks yellow, then release MODE. This is DFU 
mode. The following Figure 5-8: Electron board illustrated where these 
buttons are located. 
 
Figure 5-8: Electron board layout [7] 
2. For running DFU mode on Particle ELECTRON, Download dfu-util and 
homebrew: 
reference the Advanced install from 
https://docs.particle.io/guide/tools-and-
features/cli/electron/#flashing-over-serial-for-the-electron 





3. Type the following command in Terminal to install dfu-uttil: brew install dfu-
util 
4. If using Web IDE: download firmware from online location as mentioned 
before 
i. The name of the downloaded binary file will be firmware. bIn 
ii. If didn’t log in before, log in at terminal. 
iii. Use cd comment to guild where the binary file located at 
iv. Then put device to dfu mode 
v. Type in terminal: Particle flash --usb firmware.bin 
vi. “File downloaded successfully” line will show in the Terminal 
5. If using Desktop IDE (Particle Dev/Atom): upload firmware to the cloud per 





Figure 5-9: Desktop IDE upload firmware 
 
And then a file will appear in the project folder per Figure 5-10: 
Firmware at Desktop IDE 
 
Figure 5-10: Firmware at Desktop IDE 
 
i. Go to firmware directory by typing (cd Directory: i.e. 
the firmware file is in Particle/projects/Datalogger): 
cd Particle  
cd projects 
cd Datalogger 
ii. If didn’t log in before, log in by using the Particle 
account 
iii. Make sure the on-board LED blinks yellow which means 
the device is in dfu mode (the steps of how to do it 
was mentioned previously in this guild) 
 
iv. Type the following command in Terminal to flash into 
device and done: 





Figure 5-11: Flash via USB 
5.4.4  Serial Monitor 
During the development of this project there are two major methods used to access the serial 
monitor when using Particle ELECTRON. The methodology is detailed in this section. 
1. Use terminal to display: 
I. Ls  /dev/tty.* 
II. Screen /dev/tty.usbmodemFA131 9600(this means the name 
of the device)
 
III. If errors like ‘not find PTY.’occurs, reconnect your device 
IV. If want to terminate the terminal window, press control+A, 
and then control+\: 
2. Use Particle Dev built in serial monitor 
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5.4.5  I/O pins Allocated 
The Particle Electron board has 38 pins in total, including 30 digital GPIO, 12 ADC inputs, 2DAC 
outputs. Some of these pins have multiple functions. To organize the information of various 
pins, and benefit the circuit design, the allocation of the pins for data logging is detailed in 






























Li+ - - - 
VIN - - If chose to use 5V-12V DC power source as a power 
supply, this pin can be used as an input for the 
power source. 
GND - - Ground reference pin 
TX - T UART TX or used as Digital I/O in this project 
RX - T UART RX or used as Digital I/O in this project 
WKP(A7) T - Spare analog inputs or wake up pin 
DAC(A6) T - Spare analog inputs or DAC 
RST - - - 
VBAT - - - 
3V3 - - Can be used for devices, which need power supply. This 
pin will output 3.3V when powering the board via 
the VIN or USB port, max load 800mA. 
GND - - Ground reference pin 
D0-D7 - T Used as Digital I/O in this project, such as digital inputs 
for manual calibration, reset button, button to 
force the device to take readings and send to the 
cloud. 
(D0-D3 is PWM enabled) 
A0 T - Weight measurement input 
A1 T - Weight measurement input 
A2 T - Weight measurement input 
A3(DAC2) T - Weight measurement input 
A4 T - Water tank level sensor input 
A5 T - Air temperature input 
B0 - T Rain tipping bucket signal input 
B1 - T Used as digital temperature sensor input if the user 
chose it 
B2 T - Spare analog inputs 
B3 T - Spare analog inputs 
B4 T - Spare analog inputs 
B5 T - Spare analog inputs 
C0-C5 - T Spare digital I/O 
VUSB - - - 
5.5  Sensors Overview 
Different types of sensors are to be investigated at this phase. The typical power consumption 
for each sensor types is calculated, based on the requirement of the power supply that should 
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be last at least 48 hours without charging (refer to Table 3-1: Project requirements in Chapter 
3  ). 
5.5.1  Load Cells 
Four weight sensors are to be installed on each of the four corners of the transfer pallet. The 
transfer pallet will support four hives, each with a maximum weight of 120kg. Therefore, the 
individual weight sensors shall be able to withstand a weight of 150kg with a 0.1kg tolerance. 
This will provide a transfer pallet system that can withstands weights of up to 600kg with a 
0.4kg tolerance for the measurement. (0.06%).  
 
Figure 5-12: Weight measurement arrangement 
5.5.1.1 Power consumption  
The typical excitation voltage for the required load sensor is 5-12V, the input resistance is 
1130 ohm. Therefore, the following calculation can be obtained.  
Current Consumption 
Current =  5/1130 =  0.0005A. 
Equation 1 Load cell current consumption  
Power Consumption 
𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = 0.005 𝐴 ×  5 𝑉 = 0.025𝑊 
Equation 2 Load cell power consumption 
Battery Charge/Capacity Required for 2 Days  
𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 = 0.005 𝐴 ×  48 ℎ =  0.24 𝐴ℎ 
Equation 3 Load cell battery capacity requirement for 48 hours 
 
5.5.1.2 Calibration 
Using a known weight, measure and record the calibration weight. 
The steps are: 
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• Empty the crate/transfer pallet and ensure it is free of dirt and debris. 
• Depress the “Zero Calibration” button on the data logger which will 
capture the zero-reference weight. 
• Put 100kg (known weight) calibrated weight onto the crate  
• Depress the “Span Calibration” button on the data logger which will 
capture the net weight of 100kg 
• Automatically adjust the zero and the span based on the recorded 
measurements. 
After those steps done, the system should get the relationship between readings and actual 
weights more accurately. 
5.5.2  Level Sensors 
The water level measurement is essential for the system. There is a water tank for providing 
water to the bees. If the tank water is low, the bee will get dehydrated. The stored water is to 
have continual level measurement to be used for logging of water consumption and 
generating alarms when there is excessive water loss. The level measurement is to have a 
resolution of 50mm. The level measurement is included in the data transmitted every 2 
hours. 
The typical evaporation of the water will account for 10mm of water per day, and the typical 
consumption of water by the bees will account for x mm of water per day. This information is 
to be used along with reasonable tolerances to provide alarms to indicate if an excessive 
amount of water is being lost. This could be because of extreme weather conditions, or a leak 
in the water containment.  
There are different methods for the level measurement, such as using ultrasonic range sensor, 
using the theory of hydrostatic level measurement [12] , derive weight from the water tank. 
The ultrasonic range sensor is low-cost, and the code is relatively easy to write. The 
hydrostatic level measurement use the pressure of the liquid, to indicate the change of the 
liquid level. Because the weight density of water is 0.036 lb/in3, and hydrostatic 
pressure=height * density. The height of the water level can then be determined by using 
height=pressure/density. This measurement approach required the pressure sensor placed at 
the bottom of the tank. [12] Another simple approach is installing weight sensors on the water 
tank, record the weight of full tank water level, then the height of water for the tank can be 
derived from the change of the weight. However, as more load cells are required for this 
approach, and the load cells are expensive. A waterproof (IP65) ultrasonic range sensor is a 
low-cost solution for testing stage. The level is not expected to change at a rapid rate, and the 
sensor is to be mounted in a position exposed to the elements.  
5.5.2.1 Power consumption 
Assume an ultrasonic level sensor is chosen for the project. The typical operating power range 
from 2.7-5.5V, and the average current consumption is 0.0029A. 
Power Consumption 
𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = 0.0029 𝐴 × 5.5 𝑉 = 0.0160 𝑊 
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Equation 4 Level sensor power consumption 
Battery Charge/Capacity Required for 2 Days  
Charge = 0.0029A × 48h = 0.14Ah 
Equation 5 Level sensor battery capacity requirement for 48 hours 
5.5.3  Temperature Sensor 
The temperature data needs to be in C, digital sensor is accepted if the accuracy is within a 
reasonable tolerance (at least 1C). 
Since this project requires measurement of the temperature external to the hives, the sensor 
will be exposed to the elements and therefore should be able to withstand temperatures up to 
50C and rain (IP67).  
5.5.3.1 Power consumption 
The typical operating power range from 1.4V to 3.6V, the current consumption is very low at 
10A (0.000010A) maximum when it is active. 
Power Consumption 
𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = 0.00001 𝐴 × 3.6 𝑉 = 36 𝑊 
Equation 6 Temperature sensor power consumption 
Battery Charge/Capacity Required for 2 Days  
  Charge = 0.00001A × 48h = 0.00048Ah 
Equation 7 Temperature sensor battery capacity requirement for 48 hours 
5.5.4  Rain Gauges 
A rain gauge is an instrument for rainfall/precipitation measurement that measures the rain 
level. The rain fall measurement for the system can be achieved by using the rain gauges. Two 
major types of rain gauges are introduced in the following sections Standard rain gauge and 
Tipping bucket rain gauge. 
5.5.4.1 Standard rain gauge 
A standard rain gauge use the collecting jar to measure the precipitation1. It shown in Figure 
5-13: Standard rain gauge mechanism [13] . The gauge contains two major parts, a collector 
funnel and a measuring tube. [14]  
                                          
1 Precipitation represents any atmospheric water vapour that falls under gravity. 1mm 




Figure 5-13: Standard rain gauge mechanism 
It is a straight forward method to measure the rainfall, but it requires a human workforce to 
take the reading by observation. [14] This is conflict to the aims of the project, remote data 
monitoring. Therefore, another type of the rain gauge, rain tipping bucket is investigated. 
 
5.5.4.2 Tipping bucket rain gauge 
Comparing to the standard rain gauges that had been invented ages ago, the tipping bucket 
rain gauges is a modern instrument for rain measurement. Instead of reading the amount 
of rainfall by observing the measuring tube, this type of rain gauge records rainfall 
automatically by accumulation. The tipping bucket is balanced on a pivot, when the certain 
amount of water fell to the bucket2, the bucket will lose the balance and tip. With each tip 
of the bucket, a digital pulse signal will be send to the end processing unit such as 
microcontroller. A power supply is required for the bucket to work, so that a voltage pulse 
will be generated once the reed switch close the circuit. [13]  More detailed mechanism for 
the rain tipping bucket is illustrated in Figure 5-14: Rain tipping bucket mechanism. 
 
Figure 5-14: Rain tipping bucket mechanism 
                                          
2 This amount represents the rainfall level for each tip. It is different depends on the 
types of the bucket, but the most commonly use value is 0.2mm/tip. [19] [30] 
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5.6  Software Design Overview  
The programming language for this project is C/C++. 
The software development will develop several functions that can be re-used as repeatable 
instances within the program. The following sub-sections specify the functionality of each 
functions; it is the reference structure of how the code will be written. Where the digital 
inputs mainly including the rain fall measurement, and the analog inputs including other 
measurements (hive weight, temperature, water level %,etc.). 
 
Figure 5-15: Software block diagram 
5.6.1  Hive Weight Data Handling 
For the hive weight measurement, various researches for load sensors are conducted. The 
research found out that output data from load sensors are most often voltage signals. 
Therefore, a program for analog voltage measurement is suitable for modelling weight data 
logging parts.  
5.6.1.1 ADC 
The pin type that ELECTRON has for analog voltage readings are ADC pins [7], it receives the 
analog input then converts it to the digital value so that the microcontroller can read. Instead 
of displaying the actual numbers for the analog reading, the raw reading for the ADC without 
programming process, will be the numbers varying between 0-4095 for the 12-bit ADC 
resolution microcontroller ELECTRON [15]. The equation for supporting the previous sentence 




2𝑏𝑖𝑡 − 1 = 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 
Equation 8 ADC VS bit 
Where: Resolution of a n-bit ADC represents the amount of parts that 
the maximum signal can be divided into. The number of output digital 
values will be various from 0 to (Resolution-1). [16] 
Therefore, to display a correct analog input voltage reading, a scaling function is 
required for the ELECTRON. 
Theoretically, the values for actual analog inputs are linearly proportionate to 
ADC readings [15], which the readings can be represent by actual input voltage 




× (𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 1) 
Equation 9 ADC reading 
After doing derivation for Equation 9 ADC reading, a new equation for representing actual 
voltage reading is illustrated in Equation 10 Actual analog reading 
Actual Reading 𝑉𝑖𝑛 =
𝐴𝐷𝐶 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 1
× 𝑉𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚  
Equation 10 Actual analog reading 
Practically, there are might be some errors/offset in this equation. To test if the actual reading 
equation is correct in the ELECTRON, a set of trials are required. The test inputs different 
voltages (range from 0-3.3V3) to one of the ADC pin on ELECTRON, with step of 0.1V. Then 
records the ADC reading for the input voltage from the serial output monitor. Finally, the 
equation for the input readings by the ELECTRON can be obtained. 
The detailed steps are: 
    1.Open an Excel file 
    2.Use 2 columns 
    3.Enter colomn1: Vin  
    4.Enter column2: ADC Read  
    5.Connect Voltage input to A0 and Multimeter, then Flash code 
    6.Open Serial monitor and establish connection 
    7.Adjust voltage in step of 0.1V, enter to Excel 
                                          
3 ADC pins on ELECTRON are 3.3V tolerant refer to its datasheet (Particle 2017) 
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    8.Record to Excel the ADC readings each time the voltage been adjusted 
    9.Make a graph for Voltage VS ADC reading 
    10.Obtain equation 
    11.Enter equation to the Equation section in the code 
    12.Check if the reading is the same as the actual voltage reading 
    13.Determine the offset after the checking (if output values are not satisfied) 
Finally, the equation could be used for reading the actual voltage. 
The graph for voltage and ADC reading relationship is: 
 
Figure 5-16: Graph for ADC reading VS Vin  
The equation is linear so it is acceptable to use the ELECTRON to measure weight. After placing 
this equation into the code, the scaled voltage reading is close to the actual reading from 
multimeter. However, there is a 0.015% error present. As when the voltage input is 2.15V, the 
serial output is 2.12V. 
 
Figure 5-17: Serial output for checking the Vin reading 
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Therefore, an offset required to tune the readings. The offset value is done by calculating the 
average difference for two data: different output voltage readings from serial output, and 
actual reading in multimeter. The readings are tuned after the work is done. 
 
Figure 5-18: Serial output for tunned Vin reading 
After tunning, the reading is 0.1V resolution. 
When using the actual load sensor, similar methodology and same code required, the steps 
are: 
   1.Open an Excel file 
    2.Use 2 columns 
    3.Enter colomn1: Weight 
    4.Enter column2: ADC Read  
    5.Connect Weight sensor to A0 and Flash code 
    6.Open Serial monitor and establish connection 
    7.Put known weight A kg, record ADC reading 
    8.Put known weight B kg, record ADC reading 
    9.Make a graph for Weight VS ADC reading 
    10.Obtain equation 
    11.Enter equation to the Equation section in the code 
    12.Check if the reading is the same as the actual weight 
    13.Determine the offset after the checking (if output values are not satisfied) 
Finally, the equation could be used for reading the actual Weight. 
5.6.2  Temperature Data Handling 
For the temperature measurement, research for temperature sensors is conducted. The 
research found out that output data for the temperature sensor are most commonly voltage 
signals [9] [17].  
Hence, the methodology for weight data handling can be used for simulating the temperature 
sensor behaviour, and testing this part of the program. Alternatively, a temperature sensor 
can be used directly for the project. 
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5.6.3  Water Level Data Handling 
To process the water level measurement, there are different approaches. A low-cost and very 
commonly used approach is using ultrasonic sensor. The ultrasonic range sensor measure the 
distance by sending high-frequency sound pulses, at regular time intervals [18]. For better 
understanding, Figure 5-19: Ultrasonic sensor working principle illustrates the working 
principle for this type of sensor. 
 
 
Figure 5-19: Ultrasonic sensor working principle 
Based on the working principle, the distance can be calculated by using the speed of sounds in 
the code. When writing the code, the first step is supplying a pulse signal (illustrated per 
Figure 5-20: Ultrasonic sensor trigger pulse) to the trigger output (it emits an ultrasonic wave); 
then measure the delay of the echo input with reference to the trigger; then calculate the 
distance based on the speed of sound (take the approximation value of 340m/s) [19] 
Furthermore, there are a lot of online libraries for the ultrasonic sensor, which can be altered 
and used for the project. 
 
Figure 5-20: Ultrasonic sensor trigger pulse 
 
5.6.4  Digital Input Process 
The digital input for the system is rain tipping bucket signals. As previously found out, for rain 
tipping bucket mechanism, the output signal of the rain tipping bucket is pulse voltage signals 
as illustrated in Figure 5-21: Rain tipping pulse. Assume the system is using a rain tipping 
bucket with 0.2mm/tip. Every raising edge detected represents 0.2mm rain level collected. 




Figure 5-21: Rain tipping pulse  
5.6.5  Data Logging to the Cloud 
The Particle ELECTRON has its own cloud API, the Particle Cloud Console. There are built in 
commands for interacting the ELECTRON with the Particle Cloud Console. Since publishing the 
data to the cloud needs data transmission and it results in charges, printing the values to the 
serial monitor is the strategy that is used to test if the code works. Once the data can be 
display correctly on the serial monitor, the code can be altered to publish the data to the 
cloud. The command for publishing data is Particle.publish(“event name”,”description”). 
5.6.6  Data Logging Report 
The data logging report includes multiple graphs for various data, and the CSV file for further 
analysis. To achieve this functionality, a ThingSpeak API is used. The ThingSpeakTM is a web 
based platform that allows the developer to analyse data on the cloud. An official C++ library 
that is written by the MathWorks Inc., is available for free use on the Particle Web IDE. 
ThingSpeakTM allowed multiple channels for receiving data from the ELECTRON, and each 
channel has different fields for different types of data. For example, after included the official 
ThingSpeakTM library in the program, ThingSpeak.setField(1,tanklevel); command can be used 
for set up a field in a ThingSpeakTM channel for the “tanklevel” data. In this case, once this field 
is set in the .INO program, the ThingSpeakTM will start collecting data from the “tanklevel” 
variable. However, the message update interval on ThingSpeakTM is 15 seconds, and the limit 
of the number of  data logs is 3 million/year [20]. These limitations exist when using the 
service for free; however, it still sufficient for the usage on this project. It is an efficient and 
low-cost option for the data analysis on the cloud. 
5.6.7  SMS Sending 
The Particle ELECTRON can be programmed to send SMS directly. When any alarm condition 
occurs, it is required to send an alarm message to a mobile phone via SMS, and this can be 
done by using AT commands programmed on the Particle IDE.  
In this part of the program, data type such as SMS length and receiver phone number will be 
defined. This part of the code can then be called as a function whenever an SMS required to 
be sent. The AT commands are instructions that used to control a modem, such as 
AT+CMGS=… one of the responses is +CMGS: ok, as illustrated in the Figure 5-22: Serial output 




Figure 5-22: Serial output for the AT command 
 
5.6.8  Email Sending 
Email sending is one of the requirement for the project, when the lower emergency alarm 
condition occurs an email will be send to the end user. The major objective of this study is to 
evaluate different approaches of using ELECTRON to send an Email alert when alarm condition 
occurs. This has been done by researching different Email sending servers, read Particle 
ELECTRON documentation. 
Based on the author’s researching finding, there are three methods for Email sending. First 
method is the use of an IFTTT server, which is a web-based service that is used for conditional 
statements. The second method is to use an SMTP to send emails, which allows the user to 
send emails without 3rd party website interaction. The third method is to write a java script on 
Google Script, then send the Email via Google. The attempt for the code is illustrated as Figure 
5-23: Google Script attempted for Email sending. However, this code does not work correctly. 
More knowledge on the Java programming language is required to learn for further debugging, 
which takes time and increases the complexity of the project. Therefore, this approach has 
been abandoned. 
 
Figure 5-23: Google Script attempted for Email sending 
The SMTP approach takes time and has the higher complexity of programming compared to 
the IFTTT approach. To use the IFTTT server to send the email it is efficient and free. After 
connecting the IFTTT server to the device the steps for using IFTTT are shown in the following 
figures. This service has a business relationship with the Particle company, and it is the 
recommended solution in the official Particle documentation [7]. It saves time when writing 
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the email sending code, and this service is free if there are less than 750 email messages sent 
per day. If the messages exceed the limit, this function will shut down until the next day. This 
information indicates the IFTTT approach satisfy the project requirement, and it is an efficient 
method to use for email sending. 
  
 
Figure 5-24: IFTTT Email sending  
5.6.9  Low Power Mode 
Compared to the normal operating current when the cellular is turned on, turning off the 
cellular module saves up to 80% usage of power. The power consumption of the ELECTRON is 
illustrated in Table 5-5: ELECTRON power consumption. To implement the low power mode in 
the system, the command Cellular.off() is used in the program. 
Table 5-5: ELECTRON power consumption 
MODE CURRENT MIN CURRENT MAX 
Operating Current when uC on, Cellular ON 180mA 250mA 
Operating Current when uC on, Cellular OFF 47mA 50mA 
Peak Current when uC on, Cellular On 800mA 1800mA 
Sleep Current (LiPo, Cellular OFF) 0.8mA 2mA 
Deep sleep Mode (LiPo, Cellular OFF) 110A 130A 
As in the sleep mode, the ELECTRON only consumes 130A maximum, it will save significance 
power usage compares to the system without the sleep mode functionality. The sleep mode 
can be implement by turning off the cellular module when the data is not required to be 
transmitted. The command for sleep mode is System.sleep(seconds). However, the ELECTRON 
needs to be waked up if any alarm condition occurs 
5.6.10  Advanced Scheduler 
The logged data is transmitted to the cloud platforms by cellular network, and this will be 
charged by the carrier company based on how much data has been used. For reducing the 
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data transmission cost, all the data will be send to the cloud once a day instead of many times 
a day. 
To be specific, the hive weight data will be recorded every 6 hours since it is sufficiently 
fulfilling the stakeholder’s requirement. The temperature data and water level in the water 
tank data will be recorded every 2 hours. Based on analysis of the temperature change rate 
and the water evaporation rate, there is only minor change during 2 hours’ time interval. [21] 
[22] [23] 
Table 5-6: Perth average evaporation 
ANNUAL EVAPORATION [23] EVAPORATION HOURLY 
2000 mm 2000 mm/(24h*365=8760) =0.23mm 
As shown in Table 5-6: Perth average evaporation,  the hourly evaporation rate is 0.23mm and 
for two hours it will be 0.46mm which is not a huge change compare to all the water in the 
tank. Therefore, it is acceptable to take measurement every 2 hours. Various readings for each 
parameter will be taken in various time interval. The following Table 5-7: Reading interval  
listed the reading intervals for each of the parameters. 
Table 5-7: Reading interval 
MEASUREMENT PARAMETER INTERVAL (HOUR) 
Hive weight data 6 
Temperature data 2 
Rain Fall data 24 
Water level% 2 
To achieve this scheduling functionality in the software, a diagram is drawn for better analysis, 
it is illustrated in Figure 5-25: Scheduler diagram. Where m1 represents measurement for 
temperature data and water level data; m2 represents water level data and m1 data; m3 
represents rain fall data. 
 
 Figure 5-25: Scheduler diagram 
The reading values need a storage location before sending them to the cloud, there are three 
approaches listed in Table 5-8: Value storage options. The EEPROM storage has been selected 
for this project since it is low cost, and provided sufficient memory for data storage before 
data transmission. More details on how the calculation for storage memory is done, and how 




Table 5-8: Value storage options 
OPTION DISADVANTAGE ADVANTAGE 
Use SD card  Require extra holder board, further 
interface C++ library code editing 
Prevent data loss 
Write to EEPROM  Required memory erase every day 
(short term data storage) 
Low cost (no extra parts 
required), enough memory 
for storing data4 
USB OTG Require extra holder board, further 
interface C++ library code editing 
Prevent data loss 
 
5.6.10.1 EEPROM Storage 
From the information that documented in the Particle datasheet, Particle ELECTRON has two 
EEPROM emulation bank with the size of 16KB and 64KB respectively. EEPROM act as a hard 
drive, which keeps stored values even when the device is off. An EEPROM emulation bank, it is 
a simulated EEPROM. EEPROM emulation bank allocates a region of the flash memory, and 
make it to act as a true EEPROM. [24] It is essential to verify the available memory for the 
EEPROM, this can be achieved by including “size_t length = EEPROM.length();”in the code [24]. 
The serial output result is illustrated as Figure 5-26: Available length of EEPROM. From the 
serial output result, the available memory for the EEPROM is 2048 bytes. 
 
Figure 5-26: Available length of EEPROM 
Refer to Figure 5-25: Scheduler diagram, a calculation for how many bytes need data storage 
can be done. The detailed calculation is documented in Appendix. The final calculation result is 
68 bytes; it is smaller than the 2048 bytes available for the EEPROM. Therefore, this verified 
the EEPROM provided sufficient memory for data storage (i.e. it is an acceptable option for the 
project). 
The main objective of this part of the code is to read various data in a schedule, and store 
them in the EEPROM for later data transmission in the end of the day. A schedule array is 
established for the code, this is an array that contains pairs of values. Where the first value in 
the pair is the elapsed time and the second is a tag for representing different kind of 
measurement activities. The array is illustrated in Figure 5-27: Schedule array, note the time is 
in milliseconds, and for quicker testing purpose, the time scale for a day is reduce to 24 second 
instead of 24 hour. 
                                          




Figure 5-27: Schedule array 
This array can then be used to cooperate with the Millis counter in the Particle ELECTRON, to 
perform different measurement activities at different time intervals. Due to the confidentiality 
of the project, the full code wouldn’t be provided in this thesis document. However, the serial 
output of the scheduling code is provided as. This verified the scheduling function is working 
properly. As in the Figure 5-28: Scheduler serial output data are read in different time intervals 
and stored in the EEPROM on the left-hand side, then the data is displayed all at once on the 
right-hand side [i.e. the data can be published to the cloud by using this part of the code]. 
 
Figure 5-28: Scheduler serial output 
5.7  Power Supply 
The Power supply requirement for this project is the power at least last for 24 months, and 
ideally last at least 48 hours without any charging. Reference to the previous sections, the 
estimate total power supply requirement is 2.955Ah showing in the equation below: 
Total Battery Capacity Required 
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Charge = 2.575Ah + 0.24Ah + 0.14Ah + 0.00048Ah = 2.955Ah 
Equation 11 Device total battery capacity requirement for 48 hours 
A LiPo battery plus a solar panel matches our requirement. More details on how to power the 
system is discussed in the following section. 
The battery is decided by considering Capacity of the battery (Ah), Cycle life, rate of discharge. 
As mentioned previously, the system required at least 2.955Ah battery without considering 
discharge, power to the sensors or any other issues. 
With the performance factor5 0.7 makes allowances for external factors which can affect 





Equation 12 Performance factor effect on battery 
After using Equation 12 Performance factor effect on battery to calculate. The battery will last 
33.6h instead of 48hours, so it need to be recalculated below: 
During transmission: 
Total current consumption = 1.8 + 0.005 + 0.0029 = 1.808A 





Equation 14 Capacity requirement of the battery during transmission 
 
During standby: 





Equation 15 Capacity requirement of the battery during stand by 
 
Adding them together, the battery capacity should be at least: 
 
                                          
5 Performance factor is considering the reduction in battery capabilities over time. 
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0.26Ah + 3.96Ah = 4.22Ah 
Equation 16 Capacity requirement of the battery in total 
Therefore, at least 4.22Ah battery capacity is required. 
As for LiPo battery, the voltage rating needs to be 3.7V and for other batteries (plug into Vin), 
the voltage rating range needs to fall between 3.9V-12V. 
There are a few types of battery options shown in the following table, to give the user more 
alternatives. 



































for 3 months  
@-20C/+25C 








LiFePo4 12V  12Ah    146h 
LiFePo4 12V  35Ah    426h 
5.7.1  Charging Devices 
Referring to the requirement, this device needs to last for 48 hours without charging, 
assuming there is 2 hours’ sunlight per day. That means the charging device need to charge 
the system up to 100% battery level within 2 hours. Figure 5-29: Charging modelling illustrates 
the battery level % desired changing rate within many 48 hours’ interval, the charging device 
required to charge the battery to the desirable 100% level within each 48 hours’ interval. 
                                          
6 The time for the battery to hold its charge. 
7 Here the cycle life is estimated based on assumption of 1 cycle per day, and in 2 




Figure 5-29: Charging modelling 
The recommended battery is at least 4.22 Ah, as mentioned previously. Assuming a 6Ah 
battery is used for the system, during the 48 hours the data transmission occurs 6 times (2 





(0.058𝐴 × 8ℎ + 1.81𝐴 × 1min) = 3.04Ah = 51% battery level 
Equation 17 Battery level calculation 
If the sunlight is not enough after 48 hours the battery level will keep dropping down, here say 
the lowest battery level is 12% (it will last 8 hours, and allow 1 data transmission). The solar 
panel will then need to charge the device up to 100% battery level (i.e. charge 88% of the 
battery which is 5.28Ah) in 2 hours. 
Therefore, any solar pane with the 
𝑃
𝑉
= 0.41𝐴 can be accepted, also consider the physical size 
for installation, it need to be within a 0.504m*0.4m area. A 10W 12V solar panel can be used 
to achieve this, and the MPPT battery charger can used for managing charging 
current/voltage. 
5.8  Mounting 
To protect the circuit, the suggested way is put the Electron board, antenna, LiPo battery, 
battery charging in a IP65 waterproof box. The possible location for this box is the space 
between beehives or the space underneath the transfer pallet (for transfer pallet arrangement 
2). 
The photovoltaic device (i.e. solar panel) will be mounted on the lid, which has good exposure 
to the sunlight. The maximum distance that the water tank can be located from the hives is 
20meters, this reduces the resistance of the wires and the material costs. 
The design for both transfer pallet arrangement 1 and transfer pallet arrangement 2 are 




Figure 5-30: Mounting for transfer pallet arrangement 1 
 
Figure 5-31: Mounting for transfer pallet arrangement 2 
The design for the water tank is shown in the figure below. A stick can be screwed in the tank 
wall for installing the level sensor. 
 
Figure 5-32: Mounting for water tank 
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Chapter 6   FAT Testing 
6.1  Purpose 
The main objective of the FAT (Factory Acceptance Testing) is making a customized procedure 
for checking if the system satisfies the safety requirements and instrumented functions per 
the FUSP8.  
6.2  FAT Documentation 
A FAT document is finished before the FAT; it specifies the requirements and procedures for 
FAT logging system. The tests covered by the FAT document are to be verified against the Data 
Logger Stakeholder Requirement9. This test is carried out in Perth by the FAT document 
before site implementation and commissioning. Any conflict between the document and its 
referenced documents shall be referred, in writing, to the company and the stakeholder. To 
verify the functions of the remote data logger project, the FAT document includes all required 
verification sheets10 which detail the step by step procedure for each of the required tests. 
These verification sheets also serve as the format for the recording of test results.  
6.3  FAT Circuit Design 
This section demonstrates the theories that support the FAT circuit design, the purpose for 
each part of the testing circuit and why they can predict/simulate the system behaviour. After 
the circuit is designed, a completed circuit is required to be configured, and a multimeter is 
required to check if each component is within their voltage or current limit as per specification 
included in the last section. The circuit environment is illustrated in Figure 6-1: FAT circuit 
environment established. 
When deigning the circuit for the FAT, various ratings for each of the circuit components need 
to be considered. Hence, the essential information for each of the circuit components are 
provided in the later FAT Equipment section. A completed circuit schematic for the factory 
testing is attached in the Appendix.  
                                          
8  The Project Functional Specification document, it is a separate document that 
required for the company and the stakeholder, serve as a planning documents. It is 
confidential due to the interest of the company. 
9 Data Logger Stakeholder Requirement, it is confidential due to the interest of the 
company. 
10 The verification sheets serve as a guideline during the FAT, it is confidential due to 




Figure 6-1: FAT circuit environment established 
6.3.1  Weight Logging Simulated Circuit 
The output signal of the load cell (weight sensor) that designed for this system is voltage. And 
since four load cells are required for the system, therefore, four voltage divider circuits are 
designed to simulate the weight logging process. 
 
Figure 6-2: Voltage divider 
A simple voltage divider circuit is illustrated in Figure 6-2: Voltage divider, where:  
Vin is used to simulate the behaviour of the load cell voltage output signal. A potentiometer 
can be used to adjust the magnitude of the voltage input signal, and this represents different 
weight magnitudes. Vout is the input pin to the ELECTRON board. 
During the FAT, a DC power supply will be applied to Vin pin, fixed resistors and the variable 
resistor (Trim pot) will be applied to R1 or R2 depends on different scenario. The voltage 
requirement for Vout need to within the range of 0- 3.3V11. The calculation can be done in 
reference to this formula: Vout = Vin ×
𝑅2
𝑅1+𝑅2
. The related specification of the load cell  
selected for this project is detailed in the Appendix. 
6.3.2  Water Level Data Logging Simulated Circuit 
In this project, the ultrasonic range sensor is designed to detect the water level and to 
communicate with the ELECTRON board for logging water level data, sending it to cloud, and 
                                          
11 ELECTRON board analog I/O pins safety range are 0-3.3V [7]. 
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generating alarms. Therefore, the same type of sensor: Ultrasonic range sensor HC-SR04 is 
chosen for testing if the water level logging process is behaving correctly.  
6.3.3  Temperature Logging Simulated Circuit 
In this project, the digital thermometer is designed to detect the external temperature data 
and to communicate with the ELECTRON board for logging temperature data, sending it to 
cloud, and generating alarms. Therefore, the same type of digital thermometer: DHT11 is used 
for testing if the temperature logging process is behaving correctly. 
6.3.4  Rainfall Data Logging Simulated Circuit 
The rain tipping bucket record rain by counting how many time the reed switch closed. Each 
closure means 2mm (or 1mm depending on the different instruments) of rainfall, and with 
each closure, the bucket will send a digital pulse signal to the data logger system. Hence, the 
rainfall can be calculated. [25] Therefore, a DC voltage input with a toggle switch (or two wires 
as a switching device) can be used for simulating the rain tipping bucket and testing if the 
rainfall logging process is behaving correctly. 
The methodology of testing the program is to write a standalone program for this part then 
perform a test, if the result is satisfactory the program can be then combined to the main 
program. This methodology is applied for all the programming for each parts of the simulated 
circuit. 
To justify if the program performance is satisfying the requirement, the following constraints 
are considered: 
(1) Every time the circuit closed (output 3V voltage signal display on the multimeter), 
the serial output for current rain level value should increase by 0.2. 
(2) When the circuit remains closed (this simulate when the rain tipping bucket is not 


















6.4  FAT Equipment 
The following table listed the equipment that is required to carry out the FAT. 
Table 6-1: FAT required components 
ITEM MANUFACTURER PART NUMBER QTY 
10K Potential meter - - 4 
1K Resistor - - 3 
200 Resistor - - 1 
3rd party SIM Card - - 1 
6V DC power supply - - 1 
4.7K Resistor - - 1 
Breadboard - - 1 
Cellular Antenna Taoglas PC.104.07.0165C 1 
DHT11 temp sensor Adafruit - 1 
Electron Board  Particle SARA-U260 1 
HC-SR04 - - 1 
3.3V-5V bidirectional logic 
converter 
Spark Fun -  
Jumper wires (for connecting 
sensors and uC) 
- - 1 
LED - - 1 
Mobile Phone with SIM - - 1 
Multimeter Protek 506 1 
Ruler/measuring tape - - 1 
Push Button - - 2 
Toggle switch - - 1 
USB Micro B Cable - - 1 
 
6.4.1  Particle ELECTRON Board 
The Particle ELECTRON board is the main controlling instrument for this project, the related 
reference document is provided in the following table. This is useful information to read 
before wiring up the FAT circuit. 
Table 6-2: ELECTRON reference documents 
DOCUMENT NUMBER URL LINK 




6.4.2  HC-SR04 Ultrasonic Range Sensor 
The HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensor is used for simulating the ultrasonic level sensor for the water 
tank level measurement, the related reference documents and essential ratings are provided 
in the following Table 6-3: HC-SR-4 reference documents and Table 6-4: HC-SR04 ratings. Since 
the Particle ELECTRON is operating in 3.3V environment, and the low-cost ultrasonic sensors 
mostly operating in 5V environment, there is a problem for voltage difference. Although the 
official Particle datasheet indicates that the Vin pin will output a 5V voltage, it is not true when 
testing the voltage output from Vin while the ELECTRON is battery powered. That statement is 
only true when the ELECTRON is powered via the USB connection. Therefore, an external 
power source is needed for powering the 5V ultrasonic sensor. Furthermore, a level shifter is 
required for stepping down the voltage, so that the feedback input from higher voltage 
ultrasonic sensor wouldn’t affect the lower operating voltage ELECTRON pins. Other 
approaches for solving the voltage difference is using the boost converter. The boost 
converter can step up the voltage to 5V from 3.3V, but it will generate noise signal. A low-path 
filter can be applied to clear the noise and get signal optimization. However, this approach 
adds up further cost and complexity to the project. Therefore, the previous approach is used 
in this circuit.  
Table 6-3: HC-SR-4 reference documents 
DOCUMENT NAME URL LINK 
HC-SR04 User’s Manual https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Y-
yZnNhMYy7rwhAgyL_pfa39RsB-
x2qR4vP8saG73rE/edit  
Ultrasonic Ranging Module HC-
SR04 
http://www.micropik.com/PDF/HCSR04.pdf  
















+5V DC 15mA 3 mm <2mA 2cm-400cm 10uS 30 degree 
 
6.4.3  DHT11 Temperature Sensor 
The DHT11 Digital Temperature sensor is used for simulating the temperature data logging 
system, the related figure, reference documents, and essential ratings are listed in the 
following. 
Table 6-5: DHT11 reference documents 
DOCUMENT NAME URL LINK 
DHT11 Humidity & Temperature 
Sensor 
http://www.micropik.com/PDF/dht11.pdf 















0C -50C 2C 0-5V 1HZ 15.5*12*5.5 1C 
 
6.4.4  Potentiometer 
Since the weight sensor will output various voltage signals for different weight, this part is 
used to adjust the voltage signal magnitude in the voltage divider circuit and simulate the 



















6.5  Traceability 
The following traceability matrix links each section of the Data Logger SRS to the 
corresponding FAT section within the FAT document. 
Table 6-7: Traceability 
SRS FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS DESCRIPTION FAT 
Beehive weight monitoring • Able to weight 4 bee hives (with 50-
120kg each and with the combine up 
to 500KG) 
• Able to log data every 6 hours 
• Able to send this data to cloud every 
24 hours 
• Resolution and sensitivity 0.1kg (this 
is the requirement for this site 
testing equipment, it will be later 
verified in the site based testing) 
• Send Email/SMS when weight is 





Water tank level monitoring • Able to read the water tank level, 
the water tank is 200litre open 
topped drum or IBC water container. 
• Able to log data every 2 hours 
• Able to send the water tank level to 
cloud every 24 hours 
• Able to tell if the water is empty or 
not for bees to use (10mm/day 
potential evaporation) 







External hive temperature 
monitoring 
• Able to read temperature data in 
degree Celsius 
• Able to log data every 2 hours 
• Able to send the temperature data 





Rain tipping bucket data 
logging 









6.6  FAT Problems Encountered 
After the FAT, there are several problems encountered for the project. The schedule function 
only working standalone, the rainfall level software had some timeout issues. However, most 
of the project goals are achieved. 
6.6.1  Schedule Function 
After doing a test on the standalone scheduler function, the temperature data is not correct, it 
is supposed to be 23 but it is 0.00. The reason this is caused is due to a basic mistake. It is 
because the reading data format is a float, which is different to the temperature data stored in 
the EEPROM, which is integer. After changing the reading data type to integer, the problem 
was solved. 
6.6.2  Ultrasonic Sensor Reading  
When using the ultrasonic sensor during the FAT, the existing C++ library code for the 
ultrasonic sensor is included in the code. However, the ultrasonic sensor is not working with 
the existing code, it keeps displaying the value of -1 on the serial monitor. To find out if the 
fault is caused by the hardware or the software, the sensor is tested on the standard Arduino 
Uno by using the ultrasonic example code. The sensor works fine on the Arduino Uno. 
Therefore, the fault is caused by a software issues. The C++ library code is removed from the 
program, and another code is written based on the ultrasonic sensor working principle. Then 
the problem is solved.  
6.6.3  Fault Debugging 
During the project’s development, one of the faults which occurred was, the Particle 
cloud platform keep display “Hard Fault”, and the on-board LED was flashing red with 1 
blink between three short blinks. After reading the Particle documentation, this fault is 
causing by memory outage [26]. To investigate which specific command line caused 
the fault, the following actions were performed. 
(1) Return to the previous program before the hard fault occurs. 
(2) Check if the fault still exists. 
(3) If not, compare this code with the code with fault. Then find out what parts had 
been adapted, that will be the cause of the fault. 
(4) If it still exists, keep checking the previous versions until find one that the fault 
not exist, then go to step (3). 
The above methodology is used throughout the project for debugging the software 
faults. Saving different revisions of the codes are essential for debugging.  
Finally, the specific line that caused the fault is found. It was when placing a message 
into an array, the size of that message is less than the size of the defined array. 
Therefore, that specific message possibly caused the fault by accessing other memory 
locations that did not belong to the currently running program [27] [28]. For example, if 
a character array is defined by 5 bytes, but the data that stored in the character array is 
larger than 5 bytes, a fault will occur. The following Figure 6-5: Character array size 





Figure 6-5: Character array size handling 
6.6.4  3rd Party SIM Card Installation 
The Particle ELECTRON comes with a SIM card. However, as illustrated in Figure 6-6: SMS 
sending error response, while trying to use the AT command to send an SMS message, an 
error response occurred. After researching on this error code, the reason for causing error is 
because the provided SIM card restricts the SMS service. 
 
Figure 6-6: SMS sending error response 
Therefore, a 3rd party SIM card that allows SMS function is required to be installed on the 
ELECTRON, a link to the Particle official document on how to install the SIM card are provided 
in the Appendix. Note that the developer must obtain the APN (Access Point Name) 
confidential from the carrier before setting up the 3rd party SIM card.  
The SIM card on a mobile phone is SMS enabled, this SIM card has been used for the testing. 
However, there are problems as the SIM card does not work with the Particle. After running 
the debugging software on the ELECTRON, the following serial output indicates the SIM card is 
not installed properly. This may be caused by the SIM card not being activated; or a PIN code 
is not applied; or the APN setting is not correct; or the carrier does not have a service from the 
band that the ELECTRON is connected. Refer to the Particle datasheet, the supporting band 
width is 850 and 2100MHz, primarily 850MHz. [7]  While the SIM card that was installed uses 
the bandwidth of 850, 900, and 2100 MHz, it is common for any given cellular tower to only 
have one of the frequencies, 900MHz [i.e. not satisfy the band width requirement of the 
ELECTRON]. The problem had been solved by changing the SIM card to a suitable carrier brand 




Chapter 7   Future Improvement 
This section contains the information for what improvements can be done in the future. These 
are planned improvements, waiting for approval and required extra time.  
7.1  Site Testing 
This device will be placed in the outdoor environment; the performance of the device can be 
affected by weather condition and other interruptions. It is essential to place the device on 
site for at least a week, to testing if the device can survive outdoor operation.  
7.2  Battery Percentage Detection 
If the battery charge percentage is low, an alarm notification message will be send to the 
beekeeper. The battery charge measurement can be done by placing a resistor at the negative 
side of the battery, and input the voltage signal into the ELECTRON for measurement. Various 
alarms that related to the power percentage can be implemented after battery percentage 
detection is achieved. 
7.3  Local Server  
At this stage, only the cloud data storage is implemented. This means if the Cloud server is 
crashes, the user could possibility lose the data. In the future, a local server for reporting the 
data would be a redundancy of the project.   
7.4  GPS Connectivity 
One of the benefits for this system is reducing the maintenance cost, which means the system 
will mostly running without beekeepers. Therefore, it may increase the theft rate as there are 
less frequent maintenance worker. A GPS connectivity will serve as a loss prevention purpose. 
It allows the beekeeper or maintenance person to get an alert, when the device is moving to 
an unusual location. The GPS connectivity has the further beneficial to the system such as 
logistic management. There are two recommended methods to locate this system, they are 
detailed in the following section. 
7.4.1  Offline GPS Locater 
For those who have a high standard for accuracy requirement, an offline GPS locater will be a 
suitable approach. This approach uses a GPS receiver in corporation with the Particle 
ELECTRON, to achieve an accuracy of up to 2.5meters. [29] [30] One of the options for the GPS 
receiver is the asset tracker shield [30] 
7.4.2  Online GPS Locater 
Since the Particle ELECTRON is a cellular enabled microcontroller, and every cellular tower has 
an identification, to locate the device it is possible to look up the cellular tower identification 
via GOOGLE Geolocation API. This method provides accuracy within 4000 meters. The Google 
Map integration is available on the Particle console; it is illustrated as Figure 7-2: Google Map 
integration [29]. Furthermore, there is an example code available for downloading at the 
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Particle Web IDE. This code locates the device periodically and publish the location to the 
Particle Cloud every 30 seconds, this code is illustrated in Figure 7-1: Google Map firmware 
[29]. More detailed instructions on how to implement the GPS functionality are documented 
within the official Particle documentation.  
 
Figure 7-1: Google Map firmware [29] 
 
 
Figure 7-2: Google Map integration 
7.4.3  Hive Entry Detection 
The hive entry data is valuable information, for the beekeeper to analyse the health condition 
of the colonies. This can be achieved by using a microphone sound sensor. 
7.4.4  Website Building 
Due to the time limitation for the project, the integrated website has not built for the remote 
monitoring system. The end users need to monitor the bees and get CSV report from different 
places, and they are all documented in the user manual. However, it is more convenient for 
the end user to monitor all the data and download report in one webpage. In the future, a 






Chapter 8   Conclusion 
The objective of this project is to design a cloud remote data logging system for the apiary 
monitoring. The software for this system is established to achieve various functionalities as 
required in Table 3-1: Project requirements. The hardware design for this project is 
established, and the equipment for the site testing is selected12.  
When various required tests had been done, the results satisfied the current project 
requirement given by the stakeholder. All data is available on the Cloud once the device starts 
taking the measurement, and the report for all the data can be downloaded from the 
ThingSpeak website. Graphs for variant of data is displayed on the Cloud, a historical file for 
generated alarms is available to view as well. The equipment for site testing was investigated, 
and the next step for prototype testing/commissioning shall proceed. The programming 
technique C language is gained, as well as the experience of managing an engineering project. 
There are minor parts of planned functionalities not yet implemented, such as alarms related 
to power percentage, major parts work fine during the testing. Furthermore, various issues 
were encountered throughout the project, including the scheduler function only worked 
standalone, but a solution is not yet found for combining it with the main program; rainfall 
testing program worked correctly standalone, but the values sometimes are not changed 
correctly when combined it to the main program. Unfortunately, there is a time limit on this 
thesis project and this does not permit the author the ability to fix the issues. These issues are 
part of the future recommendations. The final product of this thesis project should benefit the 












                                          
12 Due to the confidentiality of the industrial project, the related component and the 
total cost are not allow to provide in this document. 
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Chapter 10   Appendix 
10.1  A FAT circuit 
 
Figure 10-1: FAT circuit diagram 
10.2  B Calculation for EEPROM data storage 
Table 10-1: Data types for EEPROM writing 
NAME DATA TYPE SIZE READING INTERVEL/DAY WRITING FREQEUNCY/DAY 
Water level% int 2 2 12 
Temperature float 4 2 12 
Rain Fall float 4 24 1 
Hive Weight float 4 6 4 
From the Table 10-1: Data types for EEPROM writing, the total bytes that required to store 
































Equation 18 Bytes stored to EEPROM 
10.3  C Results for Cloud data display 
 
Figure 10-2: Data on the Cloud 
 





Figure 10-4: Data on the CSV file 
 





10.4  D Useful links and documentation 
http://htc-sensor.com/products/147.html  
It is an essential datasheet for demonstrating the behaviour of the load cell, so that the 
simulation process can be designed. This datasheet is available on the following link: 
https://www.u-blox.com/sites/default/files/u-blox-ATCommands_Manual_%28UBX-
13002752%29.pdf  
The manual for the particle cellular modules. This manual detailed how to write AT commands 
for SMS sending, it is an essential guide for programming the SMS sending functionality. 
https://docs.particle.io/support/troubleshooting/common-issues/electron/#5-are-you-using-
a-3rd-party-non-particle-sim- 
This is an official support document for the Particle ELECTRON. The link provided the section 
specific for the 3rd party non-particle SIM card set up. It is an essential guide when installing 
the 3rd party SIM card on the ELECTRON. 
